INDOOR SHOPS AND RETAIL

We make premium kiosks because we
are a... kiosk manufacturer

DIGITAL SIGNAGE AND ADVERTISING

NOMYU MODEL

Provide a powerful experience
to your customer...
The consumers are increasingly demanding when it comes to communications issued
in-store.
The environment of a well-structured store and equipped with interactive digital displays
can make a difference in the process of customer decision-making.
This solution allows to capture the attention of your target audience with engaging
images, highlight a product on sale and the possibility of the customer to consult more
detailed information about this product, encourage interaction and the use of QR Code
through promotional codes, possibility display promotional videos and other ...
Attract, inform and retain consumers with a strategy of digital solutions is, for sure, a
good bet.
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42” Display
(resolution 1920 x 1080)

DIGITAL SIGNAGE AND ADVERTISING

Zytec and StyloW Models

Change Content
Automatically or
with a Single Click
The advertisements need to be interesting, and what's
interesting almost never remains static for long.
Changing the digital content can be done automatically
by clicking the back office system, or even remotely
with an application built into the smartphone or tablet.
This eliminates the constant overall cost of printing
new banners and the daily work of replacing them.

Specifically developed for
indoor shops and retail
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YOUR ADVERTISEMENTS CAN
GO HERE!

Digital displays and
Multimédia for indoor
shops and retail.
Multimedia displays allow you to communicate with
your target audience inside your store boosting sales
by actively stimulating the interation between the
brand and consumers.
Traders will be able to enhance their products and
their brand by connecting the digital content to
physical space. The most recent studies show that
customers spend up to 35% more when there are
Digital Displays running.
Digital Signage
Detailed information of the floors
Catalogs View
Ex. Detailed consultation productss
Advertising
Information, promotions and news
General information
Entertainment
.
www.oemkiosks.com

Most buying decisions are made at few meters from
the cash register, putting these displays with
appealing messages will certainly be an effective
solution.

DIGITAL SIGNAGE AND ADVERTISING

Advertising display

22” for 102” Displays
(resolution 1920 x 1080)

Multimedia display with
interactivity possibility
The displays in addition to being creative equipment and multimedia content
management (images, videos), can also be attributed to interactive digital technology.
This feature allows an experience of interactive usability while it creates an involvement
with store, brand or product by the consumer giving the possibility to choose or
purchase the content they want autonomously.
Consumers are increasingly demanding when it comes to communications posted on
the inside of stores. The environment of a well-structured store and equipped with
interactive digital displays can make a difference in the process of customer decisionmaking.
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Corporate Advertising

The updating of the
content in these
displays can be
performed remotely,
thereby enabling the
updating of content
in dozens or even
hundreds of displays
that can be changed
in a few seconds.

Multimedia displays in Banking and
Insurance Institutions.
The Present and Future of Digital Marketing
Multimedia displays and LED panels are a new tool that can revolutionize the way your
company communicates internally or... the general public.
The information that the institutions, financial companies disclose about their financeirosv
products and services (advertising campaigns), has a decisive influence on the selection
process and client decision.
Stop the excessive spending of paper and modernize the communication of your
company / institution.
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HIGH BRIGHTNESS AND
CONTRAST, VIBRANT COLORS.

Positively elicit interest
from people...

Indoor

The LED panels transmit an incredible image quality thanks to the high brightness,
contrast and super vibrant colors.
The possibility of modulating composition allows to create panels with an
attractive design, for example, the mosaic effect or panels circuit 90° in situations
with angles.
Other potential of LED panels is the absence of bezel (absence of frame panels),
and consistently super wide angle of vision, even at viewing angles greater than
150 °.
This technology is ideal for brand promotion, advertising, product sales in shopping
malls, stores, window stores, airports, modern spaces, clubs, etc.
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Outdoor

DIGITAL SIGNAGE AND ADVERTISING

HIGH BRIGHTNESS AND
CONTRAST, VIBRANT COLORS.

How LCD and Panels
LED Increase Sales
Volume
Purchasing decisions are made at point of sale

Average sales increase

Digital Signage Solutions
The Present and Future of Digital Marketing
Sales increase for a featured product

Digital Signage systems allows the creation and management of
multimedia content (images, videos, news, web content, etc.) and making
them available through one or more displays.
The updating of the content in these displays can be performed remotely,
thereby enabling the updating of content in dozens or even hundreds of
displays that can be changed in a few seconds.
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Increased foot traffic

DIGITAL SIGNAGE AND ADVERTISING

Gas Stations
and Convenience
Store
The LED panels are specifically designed to enable
the communication of messages in high brightness
and visibility for outdoor spaces.
With a high resolution, these panels allow editing
cared messages in graphics and easy to read at
great distances.
Versatile - instant change messages via PC

Digital Displays for Indoor Convenience Store
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Efficient - Led superior technology, allows
optimization of power consumption and low
maintenance.

My Virtual Mirror

DIGITAL SIGNAGE AND ADVERTISING

Imagine that you can
stop the time!
One of the problems we have when we are experiencing clothes is the fact that we
can not see all the details of clothing when we dress.
Now this is possible with MyVM. To see the back of that dress or pants you like, you
don't need to make any effort. With My Virtual Mirror, simply tap the delay button
that will be available on the display, and your image will be saved while you are facing
the opposite, and as soon as turn facing the mirror you will see the back of the dress,
pants, or any other piece of clothing from the rear at all angles you desire.
Besides simply press on the icons of the mirror to take a picture, record a video or
even share with your friends on facebook or youtube.
SNow will be much easier to have the opinion on what you are dressing, even without
their friends being present.
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The Ideal Marketing Tool
For Any Clothing Store.
The big fashion brands have just realized the great benefit
that this product provides to those who try out any item of
clothing. After wearing the chosen garment piece, the client
moves to the My Virtual Mirror and his image appears on
the screen. By tapping the display, customer can press the
interactive buttons and choose several interactive options.
The most innovative feature is undoubtedly the possibility
that the client has to turn with his back to the virtual mirror
and when they turn again the the front of the display the
image they see is the back of the garment they are
experiencing.

What Can I Do In MyVM
Press the 5sec delay button and watch quietly all the
details of the back of the cloth.
Post photos on facebook so that your friends can see.
Take pictures and email it.
Record videos, send them by email or post on youtube.
View the collections and the store models organized by
brand / price / type / etc.
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Advertys Model

DIGITAL SIGNAGE AND ADVERTISING

Real Catcher
The Automated Audience Measurement Solution
Real Catcher is based on innovative image analysis techniques and
uses a standard webcam, ip camera, or special video analisys
systems like Kinect, Primesense and others to perform an analisys
to facial images of people watching displays.
System analyzes the stream of images provided by the camera
and enables to measure the effectiveness of digital advertising,
counting number of people passing near the media, how many
people are actually looking at the media and provides their dwell
time, attention time and demographics and other indicators as
viewers gender and age group.

If you can not measure it, it does not
exist.
William Thomson, Lord Kelvin (1824-1907)
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SOFTWARE QMAGINE

Qmagine Line
QUEUE MANAGEMENT

Backoffice

Qmagine Sign
CORPORATE TV | DIGITAL SIGNAGE

Tezis Model

Software
The Qmagine Software detach in the market for its functionality and versatility,
because it has the ability to adapt to different needs and sectore.
Its functionality enables the creation and configuration of layouts and system
parameters in a very intuitive and accessible way.

Backoffice

If there is a specific project with features that are not yet present in the
current version, the QMAGINE development team is available to explore the
possibility of new developments as needed.
Our software is modular and allows the integration of the queue management
software with the corporate TV | Digital Signage module.
See more: www.qmagine.com
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QMAGINE WAYFINDER

Layout
Layout and size of the content on the screen. The areas are
defined on the screen by order of presentation and content
to be displayed.
The Qmagine technology drag 'n' drop system makes it
accessible to all types of users to create attractive layouts,
dynamic and customized in a few steps.

Users
This area is made to management of system users and
assign them to profiles that determine your level of
permissions.
Viewer - You can only view information about the Digital
Signage network, unable to do any changes.
Administrator - In addition to the Editor privileges can
manage players groupings change the privileges of users
of the system and delete library content.
Editor - In addition to the viewer privileges, you can edit
the existing content in the library and add new ones.

Mapping
This area is made to manage the graphics maps.
It is possible to associate the points of interest and routes
multimedia information as well as define the floors.
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QMAGINE WAYFINDER

Categories and Shops
This area is made to manage the categories and shops lists.

News
In this area we can make the management of news.

Contents Shopping
This area is made to manage the information content
of the shop store.
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OEMKIOSKS follows a methodology with
well-defined developmental steps for the
production of the kiosk:
• Project Knowledge
• Criteria and Requirements
• Evaluation of Components
• 3D Design and drafts
• Review of Key Points (ergonomics, safety,
access to components, aesthetics, etc.)
• Production of Prototype
• Component Assembly
• Quality Tests

OEMKIOSKS (PARTTEAM GROUP) is proudly
one of the few manufacturers of multimedia
kiosks in Portugal.
With an unmatched ability to develop multimedia kiosks projects, OEMKIOSKS
assures customers the development and production of Specific projects for any
multimedia kiosks, with the required functionality without sacrificing creativity,
whose final result will certainly guarantee the success of the project.
The company uses advanced technologically systems that enable the production
of small to large quantity of kiosks, guaranteeing a high quality final product.
This capability allows the development of kiosks with the requirements of the
clients and projects, whether creation / design of entirely new models or making
adjustments to existing standard models.
At all stages of the project, since the study of electronic components to be used,
design and 3D renderization for approval of the client, technical production,
assembly and even the packaging are made by experimet technical staff that
respect the procedures and standards defined providing a unique quality of the
final product.
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WE ARE A KIOSK
MANUFACTURER
COMPANY
Having started its activity in 2000, based
in Portugal, PARTTEAM GROUP &
OEMKIOSKS operates in several areas,
including multimedia interactive systems,
industrial production, graphic design and
advertising, engineering and
telecommunications, web based
applications development, software
development, etc.
We are a leading provider and
manufacturer of multimedia and
interactive kiosks, digital signage
billboards and totems, serving all kind of
industries as banking and insurance,
industry manufacturers, education,
tourism and hospitality, sport and leisure,
telecommunications, public government,
logistics and transports, aviation, shopping
and retail, advertising, marketing and
experiences, museums, exhibitions,
construction, real state and others.
We know that success of a company is
actually connected to a strategic plan, that
approach citizens to digital technologies,
promoting experiences and sharing, and
thats why all company divisions
participate and interact with each other
so that a global harmony is achieved in
every product or service develop by our
company.

RELIABILTY & PERFECTION
PARTTEAM GROUP | OEMKIOSKS
selected a set of production lines, mostly
with the Quality System Management
certification according to ISO 9001:2008
To guarantee the maximum quality and
precision of our equipments, our qualified
tecnhical team assemblies every
component and product in our facilities,
and quality tests are performed before
delivering to the client. We pride ourselves
on producing equipment that most
finishing is done by hand, achieving
unprecedented accuracy.

STATE OF THE ART
DESIGN

Our engineers and designers have taken
care to create solutions which in
addition to innovative technology
represents a distinctive mark in regard
to the design, usability and ergonomics.
We develop kiosks, totems and digital
signage solutions (hardware and
software) that can maximize the return
of investment of our clients.

FAST PRODUTION
TIMES

With more than 15000 thousands of
designs, we have a refined process of
kiosk development and our in-house
fabrication together with other
manufacturing production lines allow
us to leverage our resources, creating
a flexible manufacturing capability that
enables fast response to low or high
volumes.

BESPOKE & CUSTOM EXPERIENCE &
ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGICAL
Our in-house tecnhical and product
design departments are able to develop
CAPABILITY
any bespoke equipment with custom
design to fit the demands of each
customer and each specific project.

Several years has passed since our
first kiosk production, and we are
proud to continue manufacturing high
quality equipments for indoor and for
outdoor. We have more than 100
standard models and in some cases
we are in the 7th generation of our
kiosk models, and each one an
improvment on the last generation.

See More: www.oemkiosks.com • www.partteams.com
www.oemkiosks.com

This document is provided only for information purposes. The presented information is subject to change without prior notice, given the constant evolution of content.
THE PARTTEAM GROUP is not responsable for any errors or omissions in this document, based on the information it contains, as a result of its publication.

Contact us

Visit our showroom

Look online

We have the answers to
your questions.

If you wish to see some of our
kiosks, make an appointment to
visit and you will be surprised!

Find all the specifications to our
kiosks online and you will get all
the informations about our
products.

+351 252 378 589
+351 252 327 185

oem@oemkiosks.com
FX + 351 252 378 591

www.oemkiosks.com
wwww.quiosques.com
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